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AN ENGINEERING-LEGAL SOLUTION
TO URBAN DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
By W. JOSEPH

SHOEMAKER*

The commonplace problem of surface water drainagehas been
around for so long that some municipal officials have ignored the
flood and health hazards which outmoded drainage systems pose to
our growing cities. The courts have contributed to the delay in
building drainage improvements by their failure to allow construction of new facilities financed by conventional methods of property
tax assessment. The legal tangle in Colorado which this article
explores involves difficulties in relating the constitutionallyrequired
"benefits" of storm sewer protection to each urban landowner's
position in relation to who discharges and who gets flooded by
excess surface waters, all within the context of case developed
surface water law. The author relates the physical engineering and
legal requirements to each other, and proposes an equitable and
workable solution to the current drainage improvement standstill.

"[Y]our Father which is in Heaven... sendeth rain on the just and
- Matthew 5:45

on the unjust."
INTRODUCTION

that the problem of storm drainage is as old as
R ECOGNIZING
the law, the Colorado Supreme Court recently had occasion to
remark that "neither the trial court nor this Court can overrule
Newton's law of gravitation, and prevent 'water from running down
hill.' "1 Because the problem has been around for so long, the people
who should have come up with solutions to apply in our cities have
forgotten or chosen to overlook the damage created each year by the
lack of adequate storm drainage facilities. 2 Municipal officials
especially have failed to adopt modern techniques to solve this everyday problem. Instead, they have focused their attentions on the newer
problems of air pollution, mass transportation, supersonic jets, riots
in the streets, urban renewal, and professional sports stadiums. Al3
though these matters certainly deserve the energies of public officials,
*Partner in the Denver law firm of Schneider, Shoemaker, Wham and Cooke. B.S.,
United States Naval Academy, 1947; J.D., University of Iowa, 1956. Former Manager
of Public Works, City and County of Denver (1960-62).

1

Clark v. Beauprez, 151 Colo. 119, 126, 377 P.2d 105, 109 (1962).

Average damages in the City and County of Denver alone have been estimated at over
one million dollars a year. This does not include lost manpower in clean-up work and
traffic congestion caused annually by flooding.
3Air and water pollution, it goes without saying, have lately received widespread legislative attention. It is hoped that this article may stimulate some legislative decisions
about storm drainage, which likewise involves the health and well-being of urban
residents.
2
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storm drainage4 problems are older and more acute in urban areas.5
Once in awhile, when a city is deluged by a flood such as the
one which hit Denver, Colorado, in June of 1965, causing loss of life
and millions of dollars worth of property damage, we no longer face
an irritating local drainage problem, but instead a disaster of great
magnitude which goes to the top of the governmental problem list.
However, both citizens and officials have a way of forgetting. Adequate storm drainage is like saving money -you don't miss it until
the unforeseen happens. And like saving money, the habit of building
drainage facilities has to be formed. At the present time we have lost
the habit of building such facilities, and consequently taxpayers and
property owners spend millions each year in repairing damage to
property which should never have been exposed to floodwaters in the
first place.'
Why this seeming lack of interest when more streets, highways,
airports, sanitary sewers, and water systems are being built than ever
before? 7 The reason is a curious mixture of lack of private and
public concern - of legal and engineering problems. One result, at
least locally: not one drainage improvement district has been formed
in the Denver metropolitan area since 1952. In the same area prior
to 1952 the only storm sewer districts formed were within the City
and County of Denver, only one of five counties in the metropolitan
area in question."
To understand why local governments have come to a standstill
in drainage development, and to appreciate the need for a coordinated, cooperative metropolitan attack on vital drainage problems,
one has to review both the legal and engineering considerations
involved.
A brief look will be taken first at the law of surface waters,
because the lack of storm sewer construction, especially by special
taxing districts, is predicated on what lawyers and engineers think
4 It should be noted at the outset that there are two general classes of storm drainage
systems. The "minor" system generally consists of closed and open conduits, gutters,
and their appurtenances. The "major" system is the route, normally a stream or rivercourse, which a flood will follow when the minor system is inadequate or is inoperable.
5This is not meant to minimize drainage problems and damage in rural areas. In the
urban environment, however, serious health and safety problems can be an instant
threat to human beings living close together where poor drainage conditions exist.
6 See FEDERAL TASK FORCE ON FLOOD CONTROL POLICY, A UNIFIED NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR MANAGING FLOOD LossEs, H.R. Doc. No. 465, 89th Cong., 2d Sess.
(1966).
7 In metropolitan Denver alone in 1966, more than $11.3 million was spent on streets
and highways, $2.4 million on airports, $2 million on sanitary sewers, and $22.8
million on water systems. There is no record of any expenditure on storm sewers, by
any of the local units of government in the area during the same period.
8 This information was received by the author from city and county engineers of the
respective local governments.
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is the surface water or drainage law in Colorado.' Next, statute and
charter authorities for dealing with drainage will be reviewed to
probe the lack of success in making use of this legislation. Some
engineering considerations will then be examined from an evidentiary
standpoint. And finally, some possible solutions will be suggested,
based on language in recent Colorado Supreme Court cases. The
writer is very encouraged by what appears to be the attitude of the
court in deciding surface water cases.' 0 Based on both the results and
the language, there is real hope that if lawyers, engineers, and public
officials do their evidentiary and legal homework, many more drainage facilities will be built in urban areas in the future.
I.

SURFACE WATER LAW

11

The owner of a dominant estate has a legal
as well as natural easement for servitude
on the lands downstream for drainage of
surface water flowing in its natural course."
This recent statement by the Colorado Supreme Court in a controversy between some private urban landowners accounts in one
sentence for the frustrations faced by municipal engineers and
lawyers in taking steps to provide public drainage improvements.
If the land below must, by law, take the water draining from above,.
how can the land above be said to benefit from the construction of a
drainage improvement? The upper owner has all the "benefit" he
needs by, figuratively speaking, living on top of the hill. And if no
benefit can be shown, how can the owner of the high land be requlired
to pay a special assessment for the improvement? The linkage between a private dispute over surface water runoff and municipal
efforts to assess upland property owners for a drainage facility is the
13
thrust of this article. Ambrosio v. Perl-Mack Construction Company
and other Colorado cases which will be discussed herein are merely
9 A complete treatment of the law of surface waters is outside the scope of the "policy
and problem solving" approach of this article. For a detailed treatment of the Colorado law on this subject see Kenworthy, Urban Drainage: Aspects of Public and
Private Liability, 39 DICTA 197 (1962). An excellent nationwide examination is
Maloney & Plager, Diffused Surface Waters: Scourge or Bounty?, 8 NATURAL RES. J.
1 (1968).
10 E.g., the recognition by the court of the value in the testimony of a water engineer

called as an expert witness, in Hankins v. Borland, 431 P.2d 1007 (Colo. 1967).
"Surface waters" have been described, as the term indicates, as water on the
surface of the ground of a casual or vagrant character following no definite
course, of a more or less temporary existence, which spread at random over
the ground and are lost by percolation into the soil and by evaporation.
They are to be distinguished from the water of creeks, streams, rivers, ponds
and lakes, having a substantial existence and a substantially definite location.
Hunt v. Smith, 238 Iowa 543, 555, 28 N.W.2d 213, 218-19 (1947).
12Ambrosio v. PerI-Mack Constr. Co., 143 Colo. 49, 55, 351 P.2d 803, 806 (1960).
13 143 Colo. 49, 351 P.2d 803 (1960).
11
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evidence of what appears to be the argument for no connection between a private dispute and municipal assessment difficulties. Since
most drainage improvements have been constructed by forming special districts to tax those property owners who will benefit from the
improvements, this set of questions has to be answered in order to
solve the problem of drainage in urban areas. It is interesting to note
that the Colorado legislature has never acted on surface water law as
such. There has, however, been considerable legislative consideration
of the construction and assessment of cost for the constructing of
drainage facilities.' 4 But the law of drainage has been left to the
judges. 1"
Over the years, two general rules of law have developed with
respect to surface waters. One, the "common enemy" doctrine, considers surface waters to be a common enemy and each landowner
may reasonably do as he pleases to protect or improve his land. The
"civil law" rule places a servitude in the lower land in favor of the
upper or dominant landowner to receive all natural drainage, and the
natural passage of the water cannot be obstructed by the servient
owner to the detriment of the dominant owner.' 8 Colorado is among
the states which follow a "modified civil law" rule," which has
been stated as follows: "Natural drainage conditions may be altered
by an upper proprietor provided the water is not sent down in a
manner or quantity to do more than formerly."' 8 It should be noted
here that the word "natural" (meaning both natural in amount and
velocity) is the key to using doctrinal surface water law as a springboard for successfully assessing upper landowners for benefits received in the construction of storm sewer facilities.
A. Private Landowner versus Municipality.

The cases dealing with surface waters allow municipalities to be
sued the same as private parties, usually in an action by a lower landowner for an injunction and damages. The theories used as a basis
for suits range from negligent planning and construction of a storm
sewer system to nonfeasance for failure to do anything, or even
nuisance. However, it is quite apparent that Colorado's supreme
court has been lenient in its treatment of defendant municipalities in
14 See discussion in text at Part II intra.
15 See 59 A.L.R.2d 421 (1958); 18 E. MCQUILLIN, MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS § 53.140
(3d ed. rev. 1963); 4 J. DILLON, MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS § 1731 (5th ed. 1911);
3 H. FARNHAM, WATER & WATER RIGHTS § 877 et. seq. (1904) ; Kenworthy, supra
note 9; and Maloney & Plager, supra note 9.
16 Maloney & Plager, supra note 9, at 76.
17 Kenworthy, supra note 9, at 201.
18 Hankins v. Borland, 431 P.2d 1007, 1010 '(Colo. 1967) (emphasis added). See also
Clark v. Beauprez, 151 Colo. 119, 377 P.2d 105 (1962); Olney Springs Drainage
Dist. v. Auckland, 83 Colo. 510, 267 P. 605 (1928) (district enjoined from diverting
water collected in drainage system away from its outlet above plaintiff's lands.)
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surface water cases. Aicher v. City of Denver"9 set the pattern for
such favored treatment. The plaintiff's property was flooded as a
result of the city having improved and raised the level of the street.
The city had put in an 18-inch culvert to carry water under and across
the street, but it was too small and the street grade acted as a dam,
backing water up onto Aicher's lower-than-street-level land. The
Colorado Supreme Court held that a city is not bound to protect from
surface waters those who are so unfortunate
as to own property which
20
is below the general level of the street.
This kind of approach to municipal responsibilities (or the lack
thereof) for drainage has been rather consistently followed in Colo2
rado, including the recent case of City of Englewood v. Linkenheil. 1
Linkenheil contended that the city, through a system of drains, catch
basins, intakes, and pipes, had channeled water from a higher place
to a place contiguous to the land of plaintiff so as to overflow plaintiff's land, resulting in an illegal taking of his property under article
II, section 15, of the Colorado constitution, The Colorado Supreme
Court, after deciding against the plaintiff on a technicality, went on
to state, quoting from Aicher, that "the only matter which would be
involved, if a case had been made by the proof, is the responsibility
of the city for changes in its streets which may so affect the flow,
direction and drainage of surface waters as to occasion consequential
damages to adjacent property." 2 The court held that the plaintiff
was "within the doctrine that subjects the servient owner of land to
a drainage easement in favor of those who are fortunate enough to
24
own adjacent land on the higher level."
It is submitted that this statement involving a municipality is
not in line with more recent decisions as to private defendants.
Furthermore, this favorable treatment in negligence actions against
local units of government is, ironically, at the root of municipal failure
to build storm sewer systems.
B. Between Private Landowners
Two recent cases illustrate, among other things, the importance
of the factual material which is developed and presented to the court
in a surface waters conflict.
19 10 Colo. App. 413, 52 P. 86 (1897).
20

Id. at 417-18, 52 P. at 87.

21 146 Colo. 493, 362 P.2d 186 (1961).

See also City of Boulder v. Boulder & White
Rock Ditch & Reservoir Co., 73 Colo. 426, 216 P. 553 (1923) ; City & County of
Denver v. Stanley Aviation Corp., 143 Colo. 182, 352 P.2d 291 (1960).
22 CoLo. CONST. art. II, § 15.
- 146 Colo. 493, 502, 362 P.2d 186, 190 (1961).
2Id.
at 502, 362 P.2d at 191.
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In Clark v. Beauprez,"5 the defendant installed a permanent
drain tile with the assistance of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service to
take away the seepage in his land and drain it into a man-made ditch.
The drained water then went into a natural ditch which crossed the
plaintiff's land, resulting in more water coming onto plaintiff's land.
The defendant was enjoined from doing this. A factual case was
presented by attorneys for the plaintiff, including expert engineering
testimony, which left no doubt in the trial court, and in the supreme
court on appeal, that a greater than natural quantity of water was
26
coming over the plaintiff's land than previously.
In Hankins v. Borland,2T the defendants in Larimer County
were making irrigation use of an increased quantity of water which
became available from the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy
District through the Big Thompson project. As a result, more than
the natural amount of water drained onto plaintiff's farm, due in
part to defendant's installation of a drainage tile in place of an
open ditch.
The supreme court agreed with the finding of the trial court
that the combined water from Hankins and other defendant irrigators
was sent down in excess of natural amounts and in a manner and
quantity to do more harm than it formerly had done.2" The high
court then made the following disposition:
If, after a reasonable time, an agreement has not been reached,
the trial court should hold additional hearings to determine what
must be done by all the dominant owners by way of replacement,
repair, and maintenance, to put the servient drain tile in such
condition as will carry off drainage in a manner so as not to injure
[plaintiff's] land. The proportionateshare to be paid by each dominant owner for this work shall also be determined by the court.
If, after such a determination, the dominant owners fail, neglect, or
refuse to make the replacement, repairs, or maintenance, ordered by
the court, it will be appropriate for the trial court to enjoin the
dominant owners from use of the servient drain unless and until
such replacement,
repair, or maintenance has been accomplished as
29
directed.

Although Clark and Hankins involved rural rather than urban
land, facts could be developed involving urban land that should
sustain a similar result, even against a municipality." A lower urban
2 151 Colo. 119, 377 P.2d 105 (1962).

2Id. at 125, 377 P.2d at 109.
431 P.2d 1007 (Colo. 1967).
1011.
1011-12 (emphasis added).
30 In Ambrosio v. Perl-Mack Constr. Co., 143 Colo. 49, 351 P.2d 803 (1960), for
example, a subdivision developer was sued by a number of landowners who claimed
that a storm sewer system installed by the developer which brought water into a
natural drainage ditch, as before, had caused them damage. Held: the installation of
the storm sewer system had not materially increased the flow of water.
2

2 Id. at
2Id.
at
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landowner who could prove that one or more upper landowners were
discharging more water on him than "naturally" would flow (because
of hardsurfacing the ground for example) would have the same legal
basis for remedy that the rural owners had in the two cases discussed above.
Although in urban drainage situations it has been customary to
make a municipality the sole defendant, it is submitted that a better
case could be made against other urban private landowners, whether
they live in the municipality or the surrounding county. One key to
the court's possible attitude in future cases involving urban land is
found in City and County of Denver v. Stanley Aviation Corporation." There, the City of Denver was held not liable for a storm
sewer it had installed across Stapleton Airfield. The sewer could not
handle the quantity of water draining into it, and the water backed up
and flooded plaintiff's property. Reviewing the development of the
land draining into the storm sewer, the court stated: "Since 1936
Aurora and the environs of what is now plaintiff's property had
experienced phenomenal growth with attendant paved streets and
highways, air fields, residential and industrial buildings, which had
rendered a great part of this drainage area impervious to moisture."' 2
The court in Stanley Aviation recognized on its own that more than
natural drainage now generally flows onto the land of servient
owners in urban areas. And further, that the upper owner who
materially increases the amount of water must be prepared to pay for
any damages caused thereby. How much damage and from whom it
flows is a factual matter for engineers to determine.
Municipalities have received favorable treatment in negligence
suits against them in drainage matters because the injured landowners
failed or were unable to develop facts to accurately attribute damage
to the specific municipality. Perhaps the plaintiff in Stanley Aviation
should have sued private parties. The higher ground lands in urban
areas generally have been changed from their natural state by improvements, and the quantity of water flowing downhill from a new
housing subdivision or a shopping center parking lot, for example,
is almost always materially increased over the "natural" passage of
water. It is therefore an obligation of the plaintiff to pinpoint
responsibility, even though this could lead to a complicated array of
multiple parties.
Development of the evidence necessary to prevail in a surface
water damage suit is directly related to the amount of evidence
needed to sustain the "benefit" required to lawfully assess property
31
12

143 Colo. 182, 186, 352 P.2d 291, 294 (1960).
Id. at 186, 352 P.2d at 294.
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owners for drainage facility improvements contemplated by a special
improvement district or ordinance."
II.

AUTHORITY FOR DRAINAGE FACILITIES

A general power to construct and maintain streets is sufficient authority to
authorize the construction of a storm
34
sewer to carry off storm waters.
Colorado cities have the authority to construct drainage facilities.
The power of a municipality to acquire, construct, and maintain
sewers and drains is conferred by state law, charter, or both, though
numerous cases on these authorities show the difficulties encountered
in making use of the legislation."
A. The Colorado Constitution
Under the Colorado constitution, home rule cities have broad
powers, including the power to construct, purchase, acquire, conduct,
and operate local public works and collect taxes thereon for municipal
purposes and special assessments for local improvements.3 " The
effect is to give home rule cities, such as the City and County of
Denver, the power to provide by charter and ordinance for local
improvements of which drainage facilities is one.
33 Some idea of the amount and kind of evidence needed is given by the text discussion
in Part III infra.
34
Kramer v. City of Los Angeles, 147 Cal. 668, 82 P. 334, 337 (1905). The United
States Supreme Court has said, "It is the commonest exercise of the police power of a
State or city to provide for a system of sewers ... " Hutchinson v. City of Valdosta,
227 U.S. 303, 308 (1913).
35 From a questionnaire submitted to a number of Colorado city attorneys by the author,
asking for copies of storm drainage ordinances used by the cities, typical responses
were received as follows:
1. We do not have any general laws pertaining to storm drainage. Our
Director of Public Works advises me that this matter is handled in each
case on an individual basis.
2. We have had a rather disappointing experience with our storm drainage
efforts. As the City was experiencing a very explosive type of growth,
it became apparent that there was going to have to be some provision for
storm drainage both for protection of property owners and because of
FHA requirements. An Ordinance was enacted which contemplated a
storm drainage facility. However, as we collected these fees the draining
problems changed almost daily as our city expanded. As a result of this
we had four law suits filed against the City. The Judge found that the
Ordinance was an invalid exercise of the powers held by the City, particularly since no storm drainage facilities had been installed. Even
though we had done thousands of dollars worth of engineering, the
Ordinance was found to be invalid.
3. The practical realities of the situation are that it is impossible for a
single developer to construct drainage facilities to take care of the
increased drainage caused by his development, unless there is an adequate
drainage system into which his facilities can be connected.
38

COLO. CONST. art. XX, §§ 1, 6.
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B. Colorado Statutes
Colorado statutes authorize all cities and towns to construct
storm sewer improvements.8 7 The essential element of an assessment
of real estate by a special improvement district under the statute is
that the planned improvements shall benefit the property. Furthermore, the assessment must be directly related to benefit received.
This requirement is quite different from the situation faced by a local
improvement district 8 in which assessments are directly related to
real property valuation.3 9
Herein lies the problem in using a special improvement district
to build storm sewers. When such a district builds sidewalks, streets,
alleys, and sanitary sewer districts, it is reasonably easy to establish a
benefit to an abutting landowner, who usually makes some use of
the improvement. In addition, the cost is directly related to the
value of his property. However, even sanitary sewers and streets
have not always had easy sledding under this statute, and judging
fr6m the result and language of Town of Fort Lupton v. Union
Pacific Railroad Company,40 special benefits are going to have to
be proved rather than assumed because a legislative body passed
an ordinance which merely declared that there were benefits. The
case points up the difficulties inherent in proving benefits to an
upper landowner from a storm sewer.
Fort Lupton was an action by the railroad to enjoin assessment
on its property for a pro rata portion of a street and curb improvement. The railroad had filed a protest at the time the improvement
was sought, but the board of trustees, after a hearing, denied the
protest and adopted ordinances establishing the district and financing
the improvements. The railroad pointed out that the street improvement provided no additional access for its customer traffic, no increase in revenues to the railroad, and that the improvements provided
no physical benefit to the railroad's property. In fact, there was an
engineer's testimony to the effect that the new curbing prevented
drainage from railroad property. The city contended that under the
statute,41 adoption of an ordinance assessing the costs of the improveshall be lawful ... to construct any of the local improvements mentioned in this
article and to assess the cost thereof... upon the property especially benefited by such
improvements." COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 89-2-1 (1963). Further, "Such improve-

37"ti

ments may also consist of the construction of sewers ....

" CoLo. REV. STAT. ANN.

§ 89-2-2 (1963).
8 Under COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 89-4-13 (1963).
39 See generally the discussion by Mr. Novak on Colorado local districts elsewhere in
this issue.
40 156 Colo. 352, 399 P.2d 248 (1965).
41 COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 89-2-18 (1963).
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ments is prima facie evidence that property has been specially benefited. The court held that this was not a valid argument.4 2
On the other hand, the Colorado local improvement district
statute 43 authorizes cities and towns to form local improvement districts on the petition of a majority of the taxpaying electors. Taxes
are then levied on an ad valorem basis to pay for the improvements.
Storm sewers can be built under this authority but, as a practical
matter, they have not been. Virtually any district large enough to
finance improvements includes property owners on high ground who
do not feel they face a problem or have a responsibility for drainage,
and consequently such bond issues are voted down.
Counties have no present authority to construct storm drainage
facilities, unless it can be found in the general power to construct
roads. And storm drainage is no exception, since Colorado counties
are generally restricted in their authority to deal with urban problems.
(Legislation is definitely needed to remedy this situation.)
C. City Charter Provisions
The provisions found in the charter of the City and County of
Denver are clear and to the point with respect to storm drainage
facilities. The drafters even took into consideration the fact that
storm drainage facilities built now should be large enough to handle
increased drainage. 4 The following excerpts from Denver's charter
relate directly to storm drainage and leave little to be desired in terms
of assisting public officials in making improvements.
A2.4 .

.

. The City and County shall have the power to contract for

and make local public improvements, to assess the cost thereof
wholly or in part upon the property especially benefited and to
make and contract for . . . storm drainage, larger than required by
a local public improvement district, to pay from any lawful fund
that portion of the cost which is in excess of the cost required by
the district, and, upon the extension at a later time of the mains
or submains into an area not included within the district for which
such mains or submains were made and contracted for, to assess fhe
amount paid by the City and County as a lien upon the real property
benefited by the oversize construction and extension of the mains
and submains ....
[Emphasis added.]
A2.6 . . . In all cases when the cost of a local public improvement
is to be assessed wholly or in part upon the property benefited,
the cost shall be assessed in proportion to benefits received. Such
assessment may be in proportion . . . as the area of each piece of
4

43

156 Colo. 352, 354, 399 P.2d 248, 249 (1965).
CoLo. REV. STAT. ANN. § 89-4-4 (1963). See also COLO. REv.

STAT. ANN. §

139-

75-1 (1963), authorizing cities of the first class to establish local improvement
districts for storm sewers in the same manner with the same results, and COLO. REV.
STAT. ANN. § 139-78-3 (1963), essentially providing the same districting and taxing
powers to cities of the second class.

44 Compare this with the situation in which one city attorney found his city, note 35

supra, response no. 2.
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real estate in the district is to the area of all the real estate in the
district or may be by any other method that will result in assessments being most equitably in proportion to benefits received.
[Emphasis added.]
A2.7 ... [Tlhe Manager of Public Works... may initiate and propose
...storm sewers....
A2.10-2 . . . [Tlhose local public improvements which may be
proposed by the Manager without the filing of a petition therefor
shall not be subject to remonstrance, but such improvements (except
sanitary and storm sewers) shall not be ordered by the Manager if
the amount to be assessed therefor on any parcel of real estate will
exceed one-half the assessed value of such parcel of real estate for
general taxes for the year preceding the proposed order.
D.

Court Decisions

Although, as we have seen, the state constitution, statutes and
Denver's charter provisions clearly intend the construction of drainage
facilities, litigation brought by affected property owners against
municipalities attempting to build and assess for such facilities
explains the present hesitancy of public officials to attempt drainage
projects financed by special districts.
The most recent case involving a special improvement district
45
attempted by Denver, City and County of Denver v. Greenspoon,
sets forth some of the ground rules to which the Colorado court
expects the initiating authority to adhere. The facts showed that no
special benefit would be received by plaintiff. However, an equally
important legal aspect of the case involved the court's decision that
a property owner has the right to raise the question of benefit, or
lack thereof, at any time.4 6
Plaintiff Greenspoon owned real property located within a
Denver sanitary sewer improvement district. A sewer line was constructed in the street adjacent to plaintiff's property not far from an
existing line. Plaintiff attacked the assessment on three grounds:
(1) his property was already fully and adequately served by a sewer
line; (2) his property could never derive a benefit from the newly
established sewer line; and (3) his property would never need additional sewer services. Denver claimed that the plaintiff had not
commenced his action on time. The trial court found that the plaintiff had assumed and sustained the burden of proof that the sewer
line was of no special benefit to his property, and therefore not
assessable, and that the issue of benefit could be raised at any time if
the plaintiff was prepared to sustain the burden of showing no benefit. The supreme court, in affirming the lower court, quoted from
section 20 of the Denver charter: "The city and county shall have
45140 Colo. 402, 344 P.2d 679 (1959).
46Id. at 406, 344 P.2d at 681; accord, Town of Fort Lupton v. Union Pacific R.R. Co.,

156 Colo. 352, 399 P.2d 248 (1965).
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power to contract for and make local improvements, and to assess
the cost wholly or in part upon the property especially benefited
. 47 The court agreed that the plaintiff had showed no benefit
to exist. 8
Cook v. City and County of Denver49 involved the last attempt
by the City and County of Denver to form a storm sewer improvement district, this one for the Valverde area, a drainage problem area
then as well as now, since it is at the bottom of an urban drainage
basin extending over two counties. Several taxpayers sought equitable
relief and an injunction to prevent the city from building a storm
sewer and including them in the assessment, saying they would not
be benefited. The supreme court affirmed the granting of an injunction on the basis of Ross v. City and County of Denver,50 a case
decided 32 years earlier and turning on the issue of lack of showing
of special benefit.
Ross was an action against the city by land owners in the proposed Park Hill Storm Sewer District, to enjoin the establishment of
the district on the basis that they would not receive any benefit from
the storm sewer. The proposed sewer district comprised an area of
14 square miles and 51,292 separate 25 x 125 foot lots. The ordinance proposed assessment on an area basis (as is set forth in the
present charter provision-") for a total cost of 1.6 million dollars.
The supreme court held that an assessment for special improvements
apportioned by land area, insofar as it exceeded benefits, is a taking
of private property without just compensation. There was no showing by the city that the property of the plaintiffs would benefit from
52
the proposed improvements.
Santa Fe Land Improvement Company v. City and County of
Denver,5 ' decided at the same time as Ross, was an action by the
Santa Fe Land Company and 46 other land owners included in the
West and South Side Sanitary Sewer District to have a special assessment declared invalid and to enjoin its collection because the proposed
project was of no special benefit to them. As in Ross, the city had
proposed assessment on an area basis. The lower court granted the
city's motion to dismiss. In reversing that decision, the supreme court
held that (1) irrespective of the method of apportionment, all special
assessments are fundamentally and basically founded upon special
47 City & County of Denver v. Greenspoon, 140 Colo. 402, 344 P.2d 679 (1959).
48 128 Colo. 578, 265 P.2d

700'(1954).

49 Id.
5089 Colo. 317, 2 P.2d 241 (1931).

51 See text at Part II C supra.
52 89 Colo. at 323, 2 P.2d at 243.
5 89 Colo. 309, 2 P.2d 238 (1931).
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benefits, without which they cannot stand; and (2) the amount of
the assessment cannot exceed the value of the special benefit.54
Although legislative bodies have provided procedures whereby
drainage facilities may be constructed and the costs assessed to those
receiving the benefits, municipalities have not provided the backup identification of these benefits necessary to sustain assessment
ordinances.
As we have already seen, upper landowners who materially
change the natural condition of their lands receive a special benefit
when the lower owner takes care of the additional surface drainage
created by such improvements as paving or other development of the
upper owner's land. Since the lower owner could enjoin discharge
of the additional surface water, a storm sewer improvement which
receives the additional water and transports it across the lower
owner's land without damage to him is certainly a special benefit to
the upper owners. The problem becomes one of identification and
measurement, and this is where the process involving drainage improvements has broken down. It is also the reason for a lower owner's
hesitancy to bring an injunction action against an upper owner or
owners.
III.

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

Federal Housing Administration officials have long been concerned with urban drainage hazards to federally insured mortgage
property. And there is a trend now for the federal government to
refuse to financially assist such undertakings as urban renewal, public
housing, and highways where there is a lack of adequate drainage
facilities in the area involved.5 5 It has been the questionable practice
until recently, however, of the Federal Housing Administration to
insure mortgages on private dwellings in flood plain zones.
Municipal engineers are generally aware of the legal deterrents
to construction and assessment for drainage facilities. They further
realize that in an area of multiple governmental entities such as
metropolitan Denver, the practical problems are increased, because as
new, generally suburban development occurs on the upper land within
one governmental unit, the solutions downhill in another become
54 Id. at 313-14, 2 P.2d at 240. See also City & County of Denver v. Widom, 90 Colo.

147, 7 P.2d 406 (1932), indicating that assessment for a street improvement on a
front foot basis was in error. The assessment must be based on special benefits.
Although the case turned on a procedural error, there was little doubt as to the court's
attitude that special benefits must be proved before a special assessment will be
upheld.
5 Evaluation of Flood Hazard in Locating Federally Owned or Financed Buildings,
Roads, and Other Facilities, and in Disposing of Federal Lands and Properties, Exec.
Order No. 11,296, 3 C.F.R. 139 (1966 Comp).
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geometrically more complex. 6 Low land property owners, who might
have once been willing to tax themselves for the necessary facilities,
are less and less enthusiastic as more water comes downhill onto their
land due to someone else's probably profitable development of the
uphill areas.
Traffic engineers look at streets, which are used by many cities
as surface water runoff channels, quite differently than city public
works engineers. A street with an 8-inch curb and a channel down
the middle makes a good drainage conduit but a poor traffic arterial.
How much water a street should be expected to carry for how long
and how far are questions for which there are no uniform answers
among the engineers as yet.
Waste water control engineers are making more use of ponds
and upstream detention reservoirs, channel improvements, and good
drainage and soil conservation practices where possible in urban areas
to help protect against flooding.
These engineers have also been assisted in reducing flood damages by such land-use measures as zoning flood plains,5 7 subdivision
regulations, building and housing codes, and the reservation of low
lying areas for parks and recreational facilities. These latter preventative land use measures have been accomplished through the general
use of the police power by local bodies, but with little or no outlay
of tax money. Although these interrelated measures are helpful and
See, e.g., for a good illustration of the intergovernmental problems, Finley, Muddle,
Blotch, and Blunder, in SOIL, WATER AND SUBURBIA (GPO, 1968). Is it any wonder
that a private subdivider questions of what use it will be to install a 48-inch storm
sewer in his housing development in the county, when county officials have no authority to install or require construction of storm sewers for the subdivision to join to?
Although there are a multitude of drainage cases involving a private party and
a municipality, or two private parties, there have been a limited number of cases
involving one municipality enjoining another from sending its surface waters onto the
lower municipality. There is authority, however, for a municipality assessing county
property for a special benefit received by the county from the construction of a special
improvement. Board of County Comm'rs v. Town of Castle Rock, 97 Colo. 33, 46
P.2d 747 (1935) ; County Comm'rs v. City of Colorado Springs, 66 Colo. 111, 180
P. 301 (1919).
57 Courts in California, Connecticut, Georgia, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York,
South Carolina, and West Virginia have decided that the regulation of land use in
floodable areas is a proper purpose for the use of the police power. E.g., McCarthy v.
City of Manhattan Beach, 41 Cal. 2d 879, 264 P.2d 932 (1953). Compare Vartelas
v. Water Resources Comm'n, 146 Conn. 650, 153 A.2d 822 (1959), with Dooley v.
Town Plan and Zoning Comm'n, 151 Conn. 304, 197 A.2d 770 (1964). For a discussion of the Dooley case, see 4 NATURAL REs. J. 445 (1965). In State v. Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer Dist., the court there stated:
Providing for drainage and sewerage is a governmental function and an
exercise of the police power of the state.... Therefore, it was proper to
provide in the plan for powers to prevent pollution of water,... to regulate
drainage by establishing building lines and floodway reservations along
water courses, to prevent building within such lines, to police and clean
out channels of streams and to prevent dumping therein.
365 Mo. 1, 275 S.W. 2d 225, 230 (1955).
An excellent treatment of the subject is Note, Flood Plain Zoning for Flood Loss
Control, 50 IowA L. REv. 552 (1965).

56
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important in alleviating drainage problems, they are not the subject
of this article.
The problem for the city engineers, then, is not how to design
adequate facilities but how to finance them in built-up, largely urban
areas. How can a dominant, high ground landowner be required to
help pay for a drainage facility? What provable benefit, in other
words, is there for upper or dominant landowners? We have already
seen that, in Colorado at least, this benefit must be proved; it cannot
be assumed. This raises a host of difficult questions of fact, law,
and public policy. What was the runoff rate of the particular piece
of ground in its natural condition? What is the rate now? How
much more water is a plot of ground now developed as a single
family residence, industrial park, shopping center, or movie theatre
sending downhill than when it was in its natural state? What about
schools and other public property? Should churches and other charitable, religious, or educational land belonging to nonprofit corporations carry an equitable burden of the assessment? One value of a
special improvement district as opposed to a local improvement district or general taxing entity is that real property of charitable and
other organizations exempt from general taxation is not exempt from
assessment for special improvements. 8
In summary, the fact that a lower owner receives more water
than is natural has to be established. It is not enough to declare a
benefit and then attempt to assess on a property line frontage or area
basis. This is where the engineer has to know the facts in answer to
the technical questions of how much water is coming from each piece
of ground, how fast, and how often, as compared to when the
ground was in its natural state. He must have also established
technical design criteria for storm sewers or other drainage facilities
which take into account hydrological answers to these questions, and
provide further answers as to the cost of providing the necessary
facilities.
IV.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

In Denver, the Storm Drainage Advisory Committee of the Intercounty Regional Planning Commission 59 is well on its way toward
developing the necessary facts for a drainage basin plan in the metropolitan area,6" complete with the necessary design criteria so that
proper facilities may eventually be built to handle the existing and
5

8 Board of County Comm'rs v. Town of Castle Rock, 97 Colo. 33, 46 P.2d 747 (1935).
59 An area-wide, "council of governments"-type planning body provided for in COLO.
REV. STAT. ANN. § 106-2-4 (1963).
60 Defining the approximate boundaries of the basin is most important, for if an individual owner is not in the basin, it would be difficult indeed to assess his property
for drainage improvements.
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future drainage. Some understanding of these physical requirements
is necessary to an understanding of proposed solutions.
A. Design Criteria
Design criteria have as their purpose the development of routine
methods for planning, designing, and checking of storm sewer plans
and specifications. The criteria list the basic data required for both
preliminary and final drawings of drainage facilities. These recommended design procedures are prepared in order to achieve a basic
uniformity in storm sewer works for an area, and relate engineering
design to the amount of surface water coming from the drainage
basin into the main stream channel. Various criteria for choosing
and designing outfall sewers, pipe, culverts, and open channels are
developed. Particular emphasis is placed on hydraulic continuity to
insure the obtaining of full hydraulic carrying capacity value from
facilities installed in the area to be served. Open channel design
criteria are also developed, so that flood waters may be transported
in urban areas through both densely and lightly developed parts of
the service area. Special considerations must be given to hail and
other sudden, violent storms. In addition, use of storm sewers for
draining flooded basements are studied. Studies of the drainage of
inoffensive and acceptable wastes into storm sewers and channels
are made to determine if wash waters, certain industrial wastes, and
other waste waters now going into the sanitary systems can be collected by storm drainage facilities to reduce sanitary sewage treatment loads.
The advantages and disadvantages of flood proofing of buildings, structures, and outside facilities are also reviewed. The incorporation of baseball fields, tennis courts, permanent fish ponds,
wildlife sanctuaries, and other compatible uses is studied in conjunction with detention storage and pond areas to encourage auxiliary
aesthetic benefits and efficient land use.
Design criteria for using detention storage to provide for control
of runoff water are developed. The benefits and disadvantages to
using irrigation ditches for carrying storm runoff in urban areas, and
the use of emergency spillways to control the location of sudden
spills during storm runoff periods are reviewed. Thus, the design
criteria provide the basis for an overall master drainage plan containing many complex elements, and for planning of the financing
of the needed facilities.
All of this is a monumental task for a rapidly urbanizing area
such as metropolitan Denver. Yet, it is the only way to lay an effective
foundation for proving, and then assessing and financing, needed
storm drainage facilities.
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B. Master DrainagePlan
Once the design criteria for an area have been developed, a
master drainage plan should be made which will define the main
drainage basins leading into the main river or channel, and the lateral
channels needed for the individual communities or areas of development. These needs are determined from a compilation of required
data, and an analysis of the land within the drainage basin in its
present and anticipated uses.
C. FinancingStorm DrainageFacilities
The major drainage system may be constructed and maintained
by an area-wide district which can be authorized by the state legislature. In all likelihood, the district will be financed on a service
contract basis. However, a general ad valorem tax approach to
financing the major works may still prevail. Local drainage facilities,
however, will be constructed as the local unit determines. With the
necessary facts at hand, the cost and maintenance of local storm
drainage systems can be predicated on a special assessment to the
property affected based on the benefit received. Perhaps an annual
service charge predicated on benefit or use may logically be developed.
This could serve as the financial base for the issuance of bonds to pay
for construction of drainage facilities.
D. Assessment.
An equitable and accurate sytem for gauging the burden of
surface water drainage for all affected property owners in a given
area can be developed along the following lines. The engineers will
determine how much water is coming from an owner's property and
how fast. This will then be compared with the natural or unimproved
condition of the lot. A base valuation or use factor will be established.
These valutions, based on additional surface water flow, will be
placed on data processing cards in the same manner as real property
valuations are documented in most counties today. A vacant piece of
property could be worth millions of dollars but contribute no additional surface water. On the other hand, a church parking lot, assessed
at zero value for general tax purposes, could be found to contribute
substantially in additional surface water flow. The otherwise exempt
property can be made to pay its fair share for improvements undertaken by the special improvement district, which under the statute, 1
grants no charitable exemptions.
The benefit the improved upper property will receive from
storm drainage facilities lies in the fact that a lower owner will no
longer have a cause of action to enjoin the upper property from dis61

COLO. REv. STAT. ANN. § 89-2-5, -7 (1963).
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charging its water onto the lower owner who can now prove that the
church, for example, by black topping its parking lot has materially
increased the flow of water downhill. Such a chain reaction takes
place from top to bottom, each lower property owner having the same
cause of action against upper owners but in different degrees, depending on how the upper property was improved and the amount
and velocity of the water flowing downhill. With modern information processing techniques, all of the necessary data can be combined
in a complete cost and benefit assessment of any special improvement
district for which the necessary engineering data has been developed.
CONCLUSION

It is obvious to many that if the job of reducing loss and damages from surface water is to be accomplished, both protective and
preventive works must be undertaken. Such works are proper
applications of the police power of local governments. The Colorado
legislature is in a position to establish area-wide districts which could
construct the major protective facilities, and institute preventive
measures, such as flood plain zoning and the like, along such major
facilities. The legislature is also in a position to grant counties the
same powers as cities now have to deal with local drainage problems.
The Colorado Supreme Court has established a sound precedent
in dealing with surface water problems. There is already adequate
legislative authority for financing storm drainage improvements by
special districts and, in this writer's opinion, the Colorado Supreme
Court would sustain such a storm sewer district assessment of upper
landowners on a benefit theory if facts were properly documented
to show that the actions of the upper landowners had materially
increased the natural flow of water onto the lower landowners'
property.
It is imperative that engineers develop these facts for the use of
municipal, and hopefully, county administrators. The combination
of providing engineering facts to legal and equitable theories should
produce practical solutions to a heretofore virtually insoluble urban
problem.

